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Meet Lisa, Josh, Sophie, Julia & BARC’s Suzie… the Littlest Berner
More than 20 years ago, before starting our human family, we met a Bernese Mountain Dog for the first
time while walking our rescued Husky-Collie mix, Molly. My husband Josh and I were immediately enthralled and instantly in love with this bear-like dog. But with our hands full at the time with a dog and a
cat, we filed the name of the breed in the back of our minds, knowing if there was to be another dog in
our future it might just be a Bernese.
Molly lived a very long life and witnessed the arrival of our two daughters, Sophie and Julia. She passed
away at age 14 in the summer of 2001, and we made the decision to take a hiatus from dog ownership
since we now had our hands full with small children and were trying to balance home and work. We relished the idea of being able to go away without having to worry about a dog complicating our life, but after 9/11 we found ourselves sticking close to home with no real desire to travel. Many a night I found myself on petfinder.com, but I never acted on any of the leads.
Our First BARC Puppy
The following summer, a good friend in our neighborhood introduced us to her Bernese puppy, purchased
from a breeder in upstate NY. We were in love! (Who can resist those puppies?!?) We knew, however,
that we weren’t up for going through early puppyhood
as our ability to finally sleep through the night was way
too precious. Nevertheless, I contacted the breeder to
see if she had any older dogs and she informed me
about BARC and shared Amy Kessler’s email address.
Having looked at rescues for specific breeds before, I
was sure we would be in for a long wait. Imagine our
surprise when our query came back quickly with several photos of available Berners, both male and female!
It wasn’t long before Dewey, a sweet, 7 month old puppy, was on her way to us, flying all the way from Kansas
to New Jersey at the end of August 2002. The day we
met Dewey at Newark Airport was a day our family will
never forget. Arriving at the Continental Airlines cargo
area with our daughters, age 5 and 8 at the time, the anticipation was palpable. When the crate arrived,
we peered inside to see her adorable face, and then, equipped only with a collar and leash, we let her out
of the crate so we could finally meet her! Obviously this was not the best plan as she froze in fear and we
realized we couldn’t get her back into the crate, nor could we just walk to the car with her amid airport
traffic! It took some quick thinking and planning but we managed to swing the car around Newark Airport
and lift her in. She rode home in the back seat with the girls, much to their delight.
© The BARC Beacon 2012
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We were certainly a little naïve at the time and we’ve learned a lot since then. Through Dewey, we
learned the wonderful traits of Bernese Mountain Dogs including abiding loyalty and endearing silliness.
She reinforced life lessons about patience, devotion, and companionship. We called her our “love monster” because she was such a gentle giant. A tender soul from the start, she quickly overcame her fears
and any obstacles (like climbing up and down steps) and loved walking in the neighborhood having people swoon over her. She would always sit patiently while people greeted her, especially small children
half her size or less, who approached her with awe to pet her beautiful coat. She had so many friends,
both dog and human.
Suzie - The Littlest Berner
Suzie is our second BARC rescue. We took the plunge again after the sadness of losing our sweet Dewey
at age 9 ½ last summer. We were broken hearted, and it
didn’t take long to feel the emptiness of a Berner-less
home. The BARC website showed no adoptable dogs, so
once again I found myself on petfinder.com, and Josh and I
made weekend trips to advertised dog adoptions. We saw
so many cute dogs, but we kept comparing each one to
Dewey. In November, I sent another email to Amy, just to let
her know to keep us in mind in the future if there were any
rescued Bernese Mountain Dogs needing homes. Imagine
our surprise again – a few dogs had just been rescued,
were at the vet and were in desperate need of homes.
Suzie was among them. There was not a lot of information:
two pictures and a brief description: “She is a very sweet
girl, happy to see new people, wags a lot and loved getting pets. She is small (under 60 lbs) but seems
healthy, especially once she gets on a good diet and her coat is in better shape. Her feet are very
splayed. Awesome girl though.”
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We took a leap of faith and within a week Suzie was on her way to us, just in time for Thanksgiving. This
time we were better prepared to meet Suzie at the airport, having learned our lesson from Dewey. She
arrived at a remote cargo area and a forklift brought her crate toward us. She wanted out badly and she
would have bolted if she could have, but we kept her secure in the crate for the half hour ride until she
was safe inside our home.
Once home and seeing her unconfined for the first time, we were somewhat taken aback: Suzie appeared emaciated at about 60 pounds, and her coat was in horrible condition. Most of her hindquarters
had no fur at all, bald down to dry skin, and the fur she did have was coarse and brittle. Her rear legs
looked as if they had been twisted permanently. Her tail was a thin rail with barely any fur. Her gigantic
paws gave us some indication of how big she would have
been had her growth not been stunted, we assume at
least in part because her life was lived in a crate. Yet underneath it all we could see that she had gorgeous markings and was a striking petite beauty.

S

We know little of Suzie’s history before joining our family:
only that she had been in a puppy mill for all of her two
and a half years and had given birth to several litters. Having learned so much from Dewey, we were now a little wiser about the breed and also the challenging circumstances
BARC dogs come from. But Dewey’s younger age at the
time of adoption meant less prolonged trauma and a
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‘lighter’ imprint of neglect. Suzie, on the other hand, came with a lot of baggage, presenting us with continuous challenges, especially in the beginning.
The first hurdle of course was housebreaking, complicated by the fact that
she would barely eat or drink, and never if we were anywhere within earshot. As a result it was hard to know when she really needed to go out, so
we took her out constantly to no avail. After nice long walks outside where
she would sniff all the wonderful dog smells of the neighborhood, she
would come in and disappear, only to leave us a nice little present. On
Thanksgiving, just a few days after her arrival, she hid for the entire afternoon while we entertained family. For months she was not interested in
much; not treats or steak, toys or people. Wherever we were in the house, she would find another spot,
far away. Eventually she settled on the landing of our staircase, a convenient spot because she could
see a lot of activity from there but could be apart from it. We took it
as a signal, however, that she was starting to come closer. Over
suzie the course of many weeks, with cautious optimism, she started to
show increasing interest in being nearer to us, realizing that there
was no pain, only gain.
Over the last six months Suzie has made tremendous strides. Just
recently Julia (16) observed that she seems more like a pet and
part of the family, even basking in the joy of cuddling on the couch.
Now our daughter Sophie (19) has arrived home from college, and
they, too, are instant buddies. We are not hurdle-free, but with the
help of our wonderful trainer, Francine LaMarr (Dream Chaser Dog
Training), we try to address each issue with sensitivity to Suzie’s
residual anxiety and need for space. As with an adolescent, it is a course of finding the best way to approach and communicate.
Suzie now has a gorgeous coat thanks to a good diet and fish oil supplements, and sports a bright green
collar. She seems to have a perpetual smile on her face. Each morning she wakes us with exuberance.
She now knows her routine, loves her walks, and eats while we are eating breakfast and dinner. At 72
pounds she is a solid and agile girl who can run like the wind and loves playing outside, especially with a
ball. Her restrictive conditions growing up resulted in premature arthritis in her legs, but with lots of exercise she seems to have overcome any deleterious effects.
We have been blessed with two of the sweetest BARC dogs
who have brought lots of smiles and a whole lot of love to
our family over the years. Dewey, our Love Monster, and
now Little Suzie. A handwritten note in Suzie’s papers upon
her arrival sums up this next chapter:
Suzie, we love youzie!

Lisa Blumert
Chatham, NJ
From L-R: Julia, Lisa, Sophie, Josh and of course,
Suzie, front and center!
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EDITOR’S COMMENTS
Welcome, everyone, to the
2012 summer edition of
The BARC Beacon! We
hope you’ll find this issue
utilitarian as well as
enjoyable! Since the last
issue, we did an online
survey of the BARCINC list
members, asking what
they’d like to see (or see
Lisa Hawes, with Bosley (l)
more of) in the newsletter.
and Tonka
Overwhelmingly, the
response was that everyone wanted to see more of the
feel-good stories about the dogs and their families. So
in this issue we’ve tried to oblige.
We began with our “Family Spotlight” article about the
Blumert family. Now, we’ll move on and, in the coming
pages, you’ll find a brand new column called “Where
are they Now???” where our Sherlock Holmes Berner
(i.e. Kayle Luthey!) goes in search of BARC babies far
and wide in order to give short updates about several
dogs in each issue. Thank you, Kayle, for this fabulous
idea…and for the investigative work necessary to bring
it to fruition! Then we move on to “Funny Bones” where
we have a humorous story about a very special BARC
boy and his family…and their move across country…
that will hopefully tickle your funny bone! We then
continue the theme with our “BARC Baby Feature
Story” about Dante Paige. Dante’s influence upon his
family’s life has had/will have a lasting legacy for
Bernese & the Bernese community for years to come.
Finally, we have an article we’re calling “BARC-er for
Life” about a family who is not only hooked on Berners
but also on BARC babies! It’s a tale of love and hope…
then heartbreak…then coming full circle to love and
hope once again! We trust you’ll find all these stories
as touching and inspiring as we have.
Helen Hollander has a timely article to share with us
about water safety and how to acclimate your dogs to
water/pools. She’s included a number of cute photos
of her own pup, Elton, as she’s worked with helping him
learn to love water and to stay safe while enjoying a
break from the summer’s heat. Thank you, Helen, for
your wonderful contribution to this issue! We also have
a treat recipe in “Bosley’s Culinary Corner” that is sure
to help your Berners beat the heat this summer. There
are even instructions - shared with us by the Berner U
folks - on how to deal with heatstroke. Thank you,
Andrea Brin and the other Berner U folks for allowing
us to use this information.

Please pay special attention to the “Fundraiser FAQs”
in this issue as the BARC Fundraiser is the next one,
beginning very soon – in JULY! Be sure to let Joye Neff
know if you have items to donate (it’s still not too late!)
…and be sure to PARTICIPATE by sending in donations
and trying to win some of the special, donated items!
As always, we have our “Brags”, “Memorials”, “Trivia”,
“BARC Special Days” calendar, “Last BARC” photo
caption contest, and more! Lots of fun-filled reading
for all! So now you’ll have some poolside reading
available to help pass those long “dog days of
summer” away while becoming a
more informed and better pet
parent! ENJOY!
Berner hugs,
Lisa Hawes, editor, w/ BARC’s
Bosley & Lionheart’s Tonka
~forever holding BARC’s Bernie
close in heart
In Dallas, TX

Bosley
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B A RC B U S I N E S S U P DAT E
2011

2012

Dogs Rescued

19

2

Adoptions Completed

27

2

Re-homes Completed

2

0

Donations/Adoption Fees

$29,360

$4,441

Expenses

$32,140

$4,168

If you have any questions or concerns, please email
Karen Thompson at karenthompson@barcinc.net.

BARC OFFICERS:



President: Amy Kessler—amykessler@barcinc.net



Vice President: Linda Palma—lindapalma@barcinc.net



Secretary: Marietta Ehrich—ehrichma@mtco.com



Treasurer: Karen Thompson—karenthompson@barcinc.net

RECENT ADOPTION
Mia was adopted by
Derik and Heather Reddout in
Plainfield, Illinois!

BARC BOARD OF DIRECTORS:



Gary Turner—kcberner@sbcglobal.net



Cheryl Thornton —cheryl.thornton@cox.net



Karen Aufdemorte—kaufdemorte@gmail.com

NEWSLETTER STAFF:



Newsletter Editor: Lisa Hawes—lkhawes@yahoo.com



Assistant Proofing: Mary Ann Monte



Layout & Technical Production: Kayle Luthey

ADVISORY STAFF



Health & Wellness Articles: Andrea Brin



Behavioral Issues: Helen Hollander



Funny Bones: Janice Parky

REMINDER!
Debby Fitch is accepting photos for the
2013 BARC Calendar
ALL YEAR LONG!
E-mail photos to her at:

thetrumancollar@yahoo.com

NEXT NEWSLETTER
DEADLINE:
Deadline for submissions for the Fall issue of the
BARC Beacon is July 31, 2012
All submissions to be sent to the Editor, Lisa Hawes, by
email at lkhawes@yahoo.com.

The Editor and Newsletter Staff reserve the right to use and to edit as necessary, articles and photographs submitted for publication. Any opinion or statement
expressed by the author of any article published does not necessarily represent the opinion of the Editor, Newsletter Staff, BARC, Inc., or its Officers and Board of
Directors. © The BARC Beacon 2012
Bernese Mountain Dog graphics and illustrations in this issue: © 1990-2012 Argostar.com © 2003-2012 Classique Graphics www.ClassiqueBMD.com
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2013 BARC CALENDAR
Again this year, Debby Fitch has generously and graciously volunteered to put together the BARC calendar! She wants your help!
Debby needs high resolution (200-300 dpi) photos of BARC
babies and their siblings. While we know BARC parents are also
cute and adorable, it’s only photos of the dog(s) that will be
considered for the calendar.
So, get your camera out or look in your files— submit your favorite
photos to Debby at: thetrumancollar@yahoo.com

COMING ATTRACTION!
Photos and updates from the
2012 Bernese Mountain Dog Club of America
National Specialty in Gettysburg, PA
coming in the fall issue!
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MISSY – Missy was adopted by the Meisner family 2 ½ years ago.

Being a
laid back California girl (Healdsburg, to be exact) she loves “couch riding.”
She also enjoys her walks to Russian River, in the wine country. Missy alternates sleeping in the master bedroom and on her couch. No matter where
she sleeps, she steals all the slippers and footwear available to have beside
her. Being a “Daddy’s Girl”, she thrives on the home cooked meals of chicken and turkey that Dad fixes for her! Missy recently lost her Berner
“Brother,” Yogi. He was almost 11 years old. Yogi was instrumental in
teaching Missy how to be the well behaved, pampered pet, while Missy was
responsible for keeping Yogi’s spirit so young for so long.

ROSIE-Rosie was adopted by Genevieve Hannon 4 years ago.

Although
Rosie’s Grandmom spoils her endlessly, it’s Mom, Genevieve, who Rosie
is most attached to. And it was Jim, Genevieve’s longtime boyfriend, who
truly helped Rosie overcome her fear of men. Rosie loves to be labeled
“Road Warrior.” Any time, any place, and she’s up for a road trip in the
car. Rosie usually sleeps on her dog bed, next to Scuba, a rescued terrier mix and also Rosie’s best friend. She is also friends with the 4 kitties
and two bunnies in the family! Rosie resides in Jersey City, New Jersey.

EMMA-Emma was adopted by the Berg family 10 years ago!

Emma’s favorite activities are her daily walks and squeaking her ball … constantly! Mom, Georgiana, is her
favorite in the family, while Dad, Patrick, is a very close second. Emma enjoyed being
the only child for quite some time. Then the Bergs rescued another Berner girl, Missy.
Emma tolerates her; however, Emma knows she will ALWAYS be the Queen Bee!

BUSTER-Buster was adopted by Peggy and Ray Dixon 10 years ago.

He unofficially has
the longest tongue of any Berner, ever! His life motto is “Hakuna matata” which means no
worries for the rest of your days (as ALL BARC babies’ mottos should be)! Buster sleeps on
a Beasley Queen Sized Bed, which is at the foot of Peggy and Ray’s bed. Although he loves
car rides and hiking in the mountains of New Hampshire, his favorite activity is being a
lounge lizard, on his bed. Buster is the official paper boy, bringing in the newspaper every
morning and being rewarded with treats, belly rubs and, of course, love.
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Q — Current Fundraiser?:
A— The next fundraiser will be the 2012 BARC Fundraiser. The start date will be mid to late
July and the fundraiser will run until the end of August, 2012.
Q — How do I participate to donate items?
A —I am currently collecting items for the fundraiser, so if you have something special to donate, please send me an email at: joye.neff@gmail.com to let me know what you have,
and I will give you instructions for getting it to me.
Q — How do I participate to win items?
A — We have assembled many lovely Berner items to support BARC. We will have two tiers
of tickets. Tier 1 will be the more expensive items, and Tier 2 will be the regular items.


Tickets for Tier 1 will cost: $5 each, or 3 tickets for $10, or 10 tickets for $20



Tier 2 tickets will be $1 each, or 6 tickets for $5, or 30 tickets for $20

You can get tickets by mailing a check made payable to: BARC - Mail your check to: Joye
Neff, 1182 Firwood Drive, Pittsburgh, PA 15243. Be sure to include a note telling Joye how to
distribute the tickets for you for each of the tiers of tickets. Also, include your name, address,
phone number and email address.
If you have any questions, just let me know, and I'll clarify or answer them
for you!!
Joye Neff

Joye Neff is a fundraiser for Bernese Mountain Dogs, both
nationally and internationally. Since 1999, she has raised
$766,126.29 doing fundraisers on the Berner lists for Berner
health, rescue, and education. The generosity of the Berner
Lovers on the lists have made this total possible, and she is
thankful to everyone for their support!
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ASK HELEN HOLLANDER ...
E
With warm weather just around the corner, many dog owners will soon begin to think about ways to keep their fur kids
(and themselves) cool.
Swimming is wonderful activity that you can do with your
dog. Aside from cooling you on those hot days, swimming is
a no impact exercise. If you or your dog suffers from arthritis or past joint injuries, both of you will benefit from this activity. But beware…. not all dogs are fond of water.
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If you are considering taking your dog swimming this summer, here are a few important
things to keep in mind.
First and foremost, owners should take special care in teaching their dog water etiquette.
All dogs must have a clear and firm understanding of “wait” or “stay”. Knowing these simple obedience requests will avoid any eager beavers from entering unfamiliar waters or
impulsively joining other bathers before being released to do so.
Never force or throw your dog into a pool. Although dogs
will instinctually do the “dog paddle”, do not assume your
dog is naturally a good swimmer. First time “wanna be”
swimmers don’t really know what to do. Most often, a dog
will only use their front legs and not their rear legs. This
causes their rear end to drop causing the dog to be in a vertical position. It won’t be long before your dog panics, becomes frantic and totally exhausted.
Teaching your dog anything new and unfamiliar should be
done gradually and in a patient, dog-friendly manner.
Swimming is no exception. Here are some suggestions to
make swimming safe and fun for your pet.
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 Gradually introduce your dog to the pool or

lake by holding him snugly and ease into
the water. Let him get wet a little bit at a
time. Work your way back to the exit area
and let him try to swim by himself. Help
your dog by supporting his belly toward his
rear so he stays level. Several short repetitions will teach him to use his rear legs
along with his front. Be positive and praise
often.
 You may also try putting your dog on a raft,

and guiding it in the shallow water as he
learns to accept getting wet. (My puppy enjoyed having his bone on the raft with him!)
Again, walk back to the exit and ease him
into the water and allow him to exit with
your support.

HELEN AND ELTON

HELEN HOLLANDER
Helen graduated from Hofstra University with a degree in Psychology
and later worked in the field of Special Education. Always interested
in Canine behavior, Helen switched professions to that of working
with dogs on a professional level and furthering her education in
Canine Behavior. In addition to being a Certified Pet Dog Trainer and
member of the Certification Council of Pet Dog Trainers, Helen is
also a Professional member of the Association of Pet Dog Trainers
(APDT), and a Certified Behavior Counselor through the Animal Behavior Center of New York. Helen also serves as a Board member of
the Nassau/Suffolk Owners Handlers Association and is a member
of the Bernese Mountain Dog Club of America. In 2006, she became an AKC certified Evaluator for the CGC. Being a proactive advocate of dog-friendly, reward based training, Helen is the owner of
THE EDUCATED PUP, LLC, a private training and behavior counseling
practice located on Long Island , NY . Because of her dedication to
helping dogs achieve all they can be, Helen owns/moderates an EList that offers help for those people who own Shy/Aggressive Bernese Mt. Dogs. To join, email:
BerneseAggressiveandShy-subscribe@yahoogroups.com
Helen presently shares her life with her well trained and understanding husband, two Bernese Mt. Dogs, and an Anatolian Shepherd
rescued from Iraq. When not counseling other peoples’ pets, you can
find Helen ringside, handling one of her Bernese in conformation.
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Who would have thought our day could have been any more challenging? Trying to move 3 humans, 3 Berners, and a cat from Chicago to Southern California was a real test. The flight went off without a hitch, and we arrived in beautiful Orange County on time and with our caravan of three vehicles ready to
bring us to our new but temporary living quarters. So, with humans in one van,
luggage and the cat in the second van, and the Berners in the last one, we
were on our way to my in-laws’ house. While this home was familiar and friendly, it was quite a bit smaller. However, this cozy setting came with homecooked meals and a new fur-friend named Coco (a cute little Shih Tzu).
The first to arrive was the van filled with our big boy Boomer, 2 BARC kids, Jasmine and Baxter, and my husband. The rest of us were not far behind, and we
all quickly unloaded the vans. Our puppies made their way to the backyard to
go potty and to make a proper introduction to our new housemate Coco. Everything was going great with the dogs, and we were all adjusting to our new
home and family…that is until Baxter decided to finish off the day with a new
exploration. Did I mention that my in-laws have a pool? As we were all making
ourselves at home – relaxing after a long day - Baxter (the Southern gentleman) apparently had made his way to what he must have thought was the largBaxter, BY the pool, not IN est water bowl in the world. He leaned in closer…and closer…and closer. Then
- you guessed it - into the water he
the pool!
went! Face first - a swan dive if you
will. It was quite a spectacular dive, but we had never seen him
swim before, so panic quickly took over. Baxter was panicked,
and so were we! In a split second, Manny and my son Eric leapt
heroically into the water after him – all while fully dressed. I’m
happy to report that Baxter, Manny, and Eric are all well - a bit wet
behind the ears, but well none-the-less, not seemingly any worse
for the wear. I guess you could say Baxter made a big splash with
his new house mates!
We have now moved into our new home with a pool where we
hope we’ll all be swimming by summer. Perhaps Baxter and the
rest of us should have read Helen’s pool hints BEFORE he
decided to take the “BIG PLUNGE”!!?!!
Patti Grivjalva with Baxter
Sunny California

Manny and Patti, with (from L-R) BARC’s
Jasmine, Boomer and BARC’s Baxter, the
non-swimmer!
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BOSLEY’S CULINARY CORNER

puppy pudding
popsicles
A sweet treat for warm weather, dogs of all ages will
find the texture of the pudding pop
deliciously intriguing
Ingredients:
32 ounces plain nonfat yogurt
1 large jar of apple or pear baby food
2 tablespoons peanut butter
2 tablespoons honey
Directions:
Blend all ingredients together, pour into three-ounce paper cups, ice cube
trays, or a Kong, and freeze.

SPRING

PHOTO CAPTION CHALLENGE RESULTS
TOP CAPTIONS, IN ORDER OF VOTES:
#1: What?? YOU want to sit here???? Mary Ann Monte
#2: Oh, did YOU want to sit here??? - Cindy Buhner
#3: The Full Monty, Berner Style! - Richard Paloma
#4: I'm patiently waiting. You know you wanna give
me a belly rub. - Mary Ann Monte
#5: I don't care if you need the remote; I was taking a nap!
- Richard Paloma

Thanks for all the creative submissions!!
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BARC BABY FEATURE STORY
The Story of BARC’s MDD Duncan Dante & Family
BG #21459
Born 4/12/2003

Rescued 1/25/2006

Adopted 3/31/2006

Died 2/26/2012

The best way to describe Dante to those who never had the chance to meet him was, “still waters run
deep”. He was a very sensitive Berner and everything affected him deeply; the bad things first and then
the good things he experienced.
BARC rescued Dante from an Amish puppy mill in Iowa in January 2006. Dante was fostered first by Liz
Caldwell, then by Courtney Erickson, both very special people to us. We took two days to drive from North
Carolina to Kansas with our shelter Newfie/Lab rescue, Hogan, and we enjoyed the adventure, looking
forward to meeting the special dog that spoke to us from his
picture on the BARC website. My father was from Kansas,
and I spent most summers there, so it felt right from the beginning. The ride home with this scared boy was interesting.
We tried to park in the back of gas stations and hotels, away
from road noise and people to minimize his trauma. He was
obviously stressed, but did all that we asked, and having Hogan along made a huge difference. One of our rituals has always been to get McDonald’s hamburgers for our dogs when
we travel. Dante was so gentle taking each bite I offered, and
I could tell he enjoyed them.
When we settled in at home, I was emailing Liz constantly
about how to handle his fear and shyness. She was very patient with me as I asked my endless questions in a quest to
understand why Dante was the way he was. She gave me the
wonderful advice to keep a journal of my observations and
his progress. This meant I had to become a better observer
of his actions and my own, and it has been a great way to
document and celebrate his milestones over the years. It
now gives us comfort to go back and review how far we came
together in his journey with us.
Dante preferred the nighttime. At first he would only eat at
night after everyone went to sleep, the house was dark, and
Dante’s 2008
everything was quiet. He preferred going out at night, too.
The daytime was too bright for him, and he especially did not
Rescue Gallery Photo
like the springtime when the bees and the bugs were flying
around. We have ten acres where I walked and walked Dante to help relieve his tension and stress. We
decided to fence in about five acres in the back so that he could come off leash and be safe. He would
walk along the fence line and then go hide in the bushes by the house. I would walk him on leash out into
the open, and it took quite a while before he would venture out there by himself.
It took him nine months before he would take a treat from Don. It was over a year before Dante would
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stay in the same room when Don came in. We would close off rooms and block Dante’s places to help
him stay with us. Don was very understanding and patient and let Dante progress at his own pace.
His favorite places in the house were wedged on the landing of the staircase, wedged between the sofa
and the coffee table, and on the leather sofa in the quiet library.
I sat with him on the landing of the stairs night after night in the beginning, resisting the urge to pet him
and just sat there quietly. Eventually, I spoke to him softly. It was our bonding time.
Dante ate almost every meal of his life with us lying down. He did drink water standing up, however, and
he liked to be the first to drink from a new bowl of water that was shared by all the dogs. His first
“favorite word” was cheese. He also reacted very quickly to going for a ride.
We worked with a trainer when Dante first came home,
so that I could learn how to build his confidence. The
trainer works with our shelter dogs, but she admitted
she hadn’t seen a case as severe as his. She consulted with some other trainers, and we eventually determined that food was actually a negative to him when
doing training exercises. She said just to rely on the
strong bond he had formed with me. His wanting to
please me and not be separated from me was more
important to him than food. She also suggested that
we get another dog to help bring him out of his shell.
She suggested a younger female Berner.
A few months later, we offered to dog sit for a male
Berner rescue, Bernie, from our club for two weeks.
After Don heard the story about how Bernie had been
adopted twice and returned twice because of intestinal
issues, Don said that we should keep him since we
worked out of the house and could accommodate his
frequent potty breaks, plus we could afford to get him
checked out as to the real source of the problem. But I
reminded him that the trainer suggested a younger
female.
We brought Dante and Hogan to pick up Bernie. All got
DANTE, LOOKING MAJESTIC
along fine and Bernie was obviously the highest energy
dog at about two years of age. When we got home and
let all three out in our back yard, it was the first time in the eleven months since we had adopted Dante
that we saw him wag his tail!! Then I heard an unfamiliar bark and turned to see Dante barking in delight!
This was the first time we had heard him bark, too!! The decision was made and we adopted Bernie!
Dante connected us to BARC in some special ways we didn’t expect. He was rescued along with a pregnant female, Gina. She had a very hard delivery and only one puppy survived. Karen and Steve Thompson adopted Gina. Audrey Donovan adopted the puppy, Cooper, who was out of Gina and our Dante. One
of the highlights for us was the opportunity to meet the people and reunite the dogs at the Louisville Specialty in 2007. The Longshots pictures are even more priceless now that all three dogs have passed
away.
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Based on Dante’s amazing story and Bernie’s challenges, we became more and more aware of the rescue world. I was very involved in our shelter and with the many mixes that we struggle to find homes for,
but Berners in rescue?
At a Blue Ridge BMD Club event, when the rescue coordinator announced that she needed to turn it over
to someone else, Don motioned to me across the way that it should be me. We huddled and the club
President, Suzanne Deering, a BARC
Mom, too, and the rescue coordinator could see what was happening. I
told Don that doing rescue meant
that dogs would come to our house
and then leave when they were
adopted, something he always said
he couldn’t do. He said, based on
our experience with Dante and Bernie, we needed to help the rescues.
And so in less than five minutes we
dove headfirst into Berner rescue
and have now been doing it for over
5 years!
Many rescues came to our home,
and some of them stayed because
we couldn’t find suitable homes for
older dogs or dogs with orthopedic
or other health issues. Dante was
always the first to go greet a new
rescue and wag his helicopter tail in
delight and do a bucking thing that
was his unique type of play bow. He always seemed to take them under his wing and look out for them.
We got as much satisfaction from watching him enjoy the rescues as we did from helping these dogs ourselves.

Duncan Dante Paige

About a year ago, one evening I was sitting with five or six dogs lying around in various places like they
usually do. Dante was lying in a dog bed across the room. There wasn’t anything special going on, but I
looked at him and he was looking at me. At that moment, I knew that he was my heart dog. Actually, I
probably knew it from the very start.
A few months ago, we noticed that Dante was not going up the stairs as often, although he would stand
there and look up, as if he wanted to. We thought he was starting to develop some orthopedic issues.
Sam, another rescue, who was 9 years old, had torn his ACL and couldn’t climb stairs either. Don and I
were going through some changes with our business, so we decided to move my office from upstairs to
downstairs into the library so I could be with the dogs. This is the room where Dante would sleep on the
sofa. I moved my office in December, and I’m so glad I did since I had those days until February to spend
time being so close to him. I watched him sleep on the sofa dreaming and twitching his paws.
I took Dante to the vet because he just didn’t seem quite right. Dante was a stoic dog and it was so hard
to tell if he was unhappy or uncomfortable. Examination and blood tests didn’t reveal anything. The week-
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end Dante passed away, he went for a ride on Saturday with Don and the other dogs, one of his favorite
activities. He ate as he usually did, and we went to bed. We woke up at 3 a.m. and Dante was breathing
heavily. I knew immediately it wasn’t good. Checking his gums, I realized they were pale. I have had two
dogs pass away at home, so I now know, sadly, the signs and the progression. One of them had been Hogan who died in December. We decided not to stress Dante by taking him to the emergency vet. He would
be more comfortable at home with us. The next morning we would call our vet who would come to the
house. But Dante passed away in less than two hours. We suspect it was heart disease, but decided not
to determine the exact cause.
Saying goodbye to every dog is hard, but each one has taught us many new things. Dante was a wise and
wonderful teacher. I now have a special ritual/daily vigil that I do in the weeks after a dog passes on,
thanks to our special friend, Nell Ward, and others. I also read the journal from our time together, and I
look at all the pictures. And, of course, I hug the others dogs a lot more often, giving them special attention to help if they are confused and grieving, too.
But Dante is the one dog that will always be with us as we move on to help the next dog. He was the beginning of our involvement in the Bernese rescue community. He will also, I’m sure, be there to greet all
rescues arriving at The Rainbow Bridge in his own very special way.
Carolyn & Don Paige
Blue Ridge BMD Club
Durham, North Carolina

From Left—Right: Carolyn Paige, Karen Thompson, BARC’s Gina, BARC’s Dante, Don
Paige, BARC’s Cooper (Gina & Dante’s son), Bridgete and Audrey Donovan.
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BARC BRAG—GRACI KENNEDY!
Graci earned her Beginner Novice Title in February 2012.
After passing her maneuvering part of the draft test three
times, but not passing the entire test, Graci passed and
earned her Novice Draft Title on April 22 at the Bernese
Mountain Dog Club of the Rockies Spring Draft Test. She
did this with temperatures near 80 degrees and a Chihuahua
running in front of her on the freight haul.

SHE DID IT!!!!
Lori & Graci Kennedy

As a footnote to Lori’s book review in the Spring BARC Beacon newsletter, this
book is now available on CD ($24.26) or as a MP3 Digital Download ($18.87).
Hola hopes you‘ll take advantage of this new available format——and also receive
an ADDITIONAL 15% OFF the listed prices when you use the
checkout coupon code “Bernese”
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Joye’s latest fundraiser
is for BARC! Go to
page 9 for info!

FOOD (TRIVIA) FOR THOUGHT

Who said, “Some of the greatest treasures
we place in museums,
others we take for a walk”?
A) Andy Rooney

B) Roger Caras

C) Ann Landers D) Michelle Obama
The late Roger Caras is the author of this quote. Mr. Caras was president of the ASPCA from 1991
until he retired in 1999.
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A “BARC-er” for Life
I first became aware of BARC in the spring of 2000. I had sent an email (back in the day when not
everyone nor every agency had a website or an email address!) that winter to the Heartland Bernese
Mountain Dog Club to ask them about the availability of rescue dogs. At the time, we had just one
dog, a rescued Jack Russell Terrier. My husband grew up in France and had told me he wanted his
next dog to be a Bernese Mountain Dog. At the time, I had never heard of the breed, but once I did
some research, decided that a Berner would be a good fit for our family. So off went the email to the
Heartland club, asking if they would adopt as far away as New Hampshire, or was there a group in
New England they could point me towards…..and I never heard anything back.
In the early spring, my phone rang out of the blue one day, and that was my very first conversation
with Amy Kessler. She told me someone from the Heartland club had passed my phone number on to
her. She explained to me that she was seeing Bernese showing up at auction, coming from questionable circumstances at best, and how she planned to buy them at auction, spay or neuter them, then
adopt them out. She was very honest with me about potential issues they would have from lack of
socialization, the health concerns that she could not guarantee against, and the controversy that her
plan was causing in Bernese circles. At the end of the call she asked me, “Is that something you
would be interested in?” I do believe I said something along the
lines of, “Hell, YES!”
That is how we came to adopt “Agnes”, whom we promptly renamed Ruby. She came from the second auction BARC attended
and was dubbed one of the “Lucky 17”. She had come from overseas - probably taken from her mother too soon. Six months old
when she came to us, I remember driving down to MA to get her
from someone who had ferried her back from the Specialty, wondering what we were getting ourselves into.
Ruby was very sweet, but also incredibly shy and fearful. I spent at
least a half hour trying to coax her into my minivan that day. We
RUBY
learned very quickly that she did not know that food was served in
bowls, did not know anything about stairs, or couches, or treats,
and certainly not toys. She was fearful of many things in those early days but was beyond sweet and
became my constant shadow. Like Muffin, our JRT, she followed me from room to room, watching me with those big
beautiful eyes of hers. She allowed my kids, who were 4 and
2 at the time, to crawl all over her and never made a peep.
Six months or so later, my husband decided we ought to ask
about another, as he had wanted a dog for himself, and Ruby
had so firmly attached herself to me. So we reached out to
Amy again, and she asked what we were looking for. We told
her she had done so well picking Ruby for us that we trusted
her to choose for us again. Preferably a boy, but otherwise
JASPER
just pick us a dog that will be a good family dog. Not long
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afterwards, my husband drove down to Logan Airport to pick up “Doc”. My husband decided to
name him Jasper. I didn’t like the name, to be honest. As shy as Ruby had been, Jasper was the exact
opposite. He strolled right in here like he owned
the place. He was afraid of nothing and no one, including the cranky old JRT. He also would eat anything that was not nailed down—CDs, TV remotes,
slippers, socks. Socks were his favorite.
Well, Jasper immediately became “my” dog. He
moved right into Ruby’s spot on the couch, and Ruby decided her best plan would be to become her
Andrea and Jasper
daddy’s girl, so Pierre got his dog after all! Jasper
had what we called an invisible tether to me. He was my one pup who could be trusted off leash. If
he got far enough from me that he stretched the limits of that imaginary tether, he would whine and
then immediately come to my side.
Things remained status quo for quite some time after that. For several years we had Muffin the
cranky old JRT, Ruby and Jasper and we were quite content. In June of 2005, I had to euthanize Muffin, who was almost 18. We had adopted her on our first wedding anniversary, she was my first
“baby”, and she left behind a big hole. Not long after that a little ball of cute showed up on the BARC
site. His name was Dreyfus, and he was about four months old. If I recall correctly, he came from a
backyard breeder who decided to give that up. I think it took me about
DREYFUS
ten seconds to ask Amy if he was available. I still remember the fun
chatter on the BARC yahoo group, everyone posting what a cutie pie
he was, and I may have let it slip that he might already be spoken for.
So Dreyfus came to us on a plane from his foster family….and Dreyfus he remained. His
name just suited him. The brain fairy skipped
him in the rotation but he is one of the happiest goofballs I have ever seen. He is the
“family” dog and loves my kids more than either my husband or myself. Those
Teddy, the JRT!
of you who have “known” me on the list for awhile, can you believe he is now
7 years old?
During this time I also found I still desperately missed having some terrier attitude in the house, so not long after Dreyf arrived, so did Teddy, the JRT. Another rescue, he was about six months old, and he and Dreyfus quickly became best friends.
For those keeping track, this put us at four dogs for the first time ever, three
of them Berners. There was an increase in my posts on the list about Dyson
vacuums and furminators, as I recall. But we were very happy, every one of
them having a piece of my heart…but Jasper, oh Jasper was special. I don’t
think I understood the concept of a heart dog until I had him. Before Jas, I
would have told you I loved them all equally.
We knew we would have no guarantees of health or longevity, but still you
DREYFUS
hope every day that you will be the exception. In many ways we were, and are
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still. Ruby is now 11.5 years old and we cherish every day with her. But I began to see a difference in Jasper in late March of 2011. He seemed a bit
“down”, and for the first time ever, would leave food in his bowl at each
meal. Then he refused food for a few days, and started having a cough. I
called and made a vet appointment to have him checked out that weekend,
but then my kids called me when they came home from school around
lunchtime the next day and said he was vomiting blood. I think even then I
knew, but did not want to admit it. I headed for home and called my vet
while on the way. He suggested the emergency vet, as it sounded pretty urgent. Jasper was admitted that afternoon to the vet clinic, they were planning to run some tests, give him some fluids, and watch him for a bit. We
thought perhaps my lifelong sock eater
had a blockage.
Jasper
The vet called me a few hours later and
said, “the blood work was fine, there’s no blockage anywhere, so
I did a chest x-ray…..” and that’s when I knew. He said, “There are
multiple large tumors in the lungs,” at which point I knew we
were looking at histio (Malignant Histiocytosis or now more commonly called Histiocytic Sarcoma). He had their oncologist consult, and they recommended palliative treatment only and told
me he likely only had a few weeks. It is an understatement to say
Jasper
that my world pretty much collapsed at that moment. I emailed
Amy to let her know—I couldn’t bring myself to call—and she became a huge source of support to me
over the next week. I took sick time from work and spent every possible moment with him. He got
many treats in that week that he had been forbidden for years, due to his many food sensitivities. Ice
cream and cheezits were favorites. And then, a week later, I took him on that last trip to our vet, who
loved him too. He had tried to encourage me to wait, that we might possibly have more time, but I
could see him fading, his breathing was more difficult, I was giving him very frequent doses of medicine for the cough….and I promised him I would not let him suffer. Jasper went to the Bridge on April
7, 2011, just over a month shy of his 10th birthday.
I was, and still am, heartbroken. It was months before I could get through a day without tears, often
in the car while commuting. But not long after I reached out to Amy again and told her at some
point….no idea when….we’d need another Berner. Not to replace him – that wasn’t possible - but to
help fill that hole he’d left behind. I told her we’d considered working with a breeder, but I just didn’t
have it in me to “prove” myself to one. At which point she said, “You DO know I’m a breeder too,
right?” Yes, of course I knew, but I could not imagine what kind of waiting list
she might have. Then she told me she had a litter of pups but wasn’t sure if any
were available. But a few days later, someone backed out of taking a pup, and
would we be interested in a boy?
Jet was born on April 8th, the day after we let Jasper go. I took that, and the fact
that he was miraculously available, as a sign. I began to get excited, and I think
I stalked Amy’s website daily for photo updates. Jet flew to us in early June, and
I think that day, picking him up at the airport with tears streaming down my
face, was when my heart truly started to heal. He was our first experience with a
young puppy. He was super smart, picked up the dog door and house training
effortlessly, and of course fit right in with Ruby, Dreyfus, and Teddy, the JRT. It
Andrea and Jet
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was a wonderful summer getting to know him and just enjoying his babyhood. I
became very friendly with Karen Aufdemorte, who has his littermate, Bogey, and
we liked sharing notes and photos. We started puppy class and loved taking him
on trail walks.
As many of you know, his life ended very suddenly in the early morning of September 21st, when Jet let out one long, low howl at about 5 a.m. I raced downstairs immediately and found him already gone. We tried to resuscitate him, to
no avail. Necropsy did not show any cause of death. Our vet thinks possibly an
aneurysm. Calling Amy that day to tell her was incredibly difficult. And for the second time in less than six months, our hearts were shattered.
I truly thought at that point that I might never get another Berner. I started researching another breed, actually. I just didn’t think I could do it again. Had any- Baby Jet!
one asked, I’d have told them there was no way I’d be ready anytime soon. But even so, I told Amy
that if we were to get another Berner, I wanted one from her. Maybe in the spring…we’d see, I said.
Still, I started having this recurring dream of a Berner pup in the snow.
And then, in mid-November, Karen A. sent me an email
about a little BARC girl that needed a home, a 5 month
old owner surrender. She included a picture of “Candy”
and said that she and Amy and Karen Thompson wanted us to have the first shot at her, and would we consider it? So in about 2.2 seconds I sent back a response that said, “Hell, YES!” And so, just before
Thanksgiving, our Sunny came home (no way she was
keeping the name Candy) and once again, complete
strangers saw me crying in the airport. She is a crazy
ball of fur but perhaps one of the sweetest of all of my
S UN N Y
pups. She is a gazelle and the first pup we’ve done agility with. She could have been named Hoover based on how rapidly she will vacuum up anything that
looks like food. And she likes her toys as squeaky as possible. And being able to once again pull out
four bowls at feeding time just felt right. Life was, once again, good and right in our household.
So imagine my surprise, that following late December, when Amy asked if we might be ready for that
pup from her in, oh, early February? Lordy!! FIVE
DOGS?? “Ok, hell, YES!” I still feel incredibly touched
that she was willing to entrust us with another pup. So
I started planning to fly another pup to us, but then decided to fly out to get him instead. I decided to go to
Oklahoma City where my dear friend Karen Aufdemorte let me stay with her. She and I spent many
hours of driving to and from Kansas where Amy lives to
get my new little man. I met Karen Thompson (Sunny’s
foster) and Kelli Cooper at Amy’s. And meeting Amy
and her family as well as her dogs after knowing and
trusting her for 11 years was priceless. And when Karen picked up my little Scout and put him in my arms…
yes, tears again! I bet Amy could tell you that I hardly
Scout, on “Pillow” Sunny
put him down the entire afternoon while we were
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SCOUT

there. Once back in Oklahoma City, Gary & Cheryl Thornton,
another OKC BARC family, had us all to dinner.
Scout flew home with me on my birthday weekend and
wormed his way right into our hearts. He is a champion
pouncer and an incredibly happy boy who thinks Sunny is the
best toy ever. These two belong together, and they can almost always be
found with some
part of their bodies
touching. He is
growing like a weed

and getting ready to start puppy class.
I will never forget Jasper or Jet. And I know when the time
comes to let Ruby or Dreyfus or any of them go, I will be
heartbroken all over again. But I would not trade any of
them for the world. And without Amy and everyone at BARC,
Scout
I wouldn’t have had any of them to share my life with. Yes,
there is heartbreak, but there is also incredible joy. And I know who will be waiting for me at The
Bridge.
Andrea Patrick-Baudet
In New Hampshire
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barc special days
6/1/2004

Willi Nelson

Birthday

8/1/2005

Zoe Monte

6/1/2005

Baxter Grivalva

Birthday

8/1/2009

Jade Ehrich

6/2/2007 Emme Coradini

Birthday

8/2/2008

Largo Adriaans

Anniversary

6/3/2003 Charlie McLane

Birthday

8/2/2008

Bailey Fowler

Anniversary

6/3/2008

Largo Adriaans

Birthday

8/2/2008

Oli Kunnick

Anniversary

6/3/2008

Avril Cassidy

Anniversary

8/4/2003

Rosie Webb

Birthday

6/3/2008

Bailey Fowler

Birthday

8/4/2004

Gracie Hutchins

Birthday

6/3/2008

Oli Kunnick

Birthday

8/5/205

Howard Greco

Birthday

6/3/2008

Blake Kunnick

Birthday

8/6/2008

Isabelle Forester

Birthday

6/3/2008

Moxie Simmons

Birthday

7/1/2007 Reggie Mathews

6/5/2003

Maggie Minardi

Birthday

7/1/2008

Arlo Glynn

6/7/2008

Sophie Krocesky Anniversary

7/2/2009

Teddy Rhodes

6/8/2002

Cecila Terpstra

Birthday

7/2/2009

Bode Rogers

6/8/2009

Callie Lilien

Anniversary

7/2/2009

Dillon Wheeler

6/9/2003

Beau Littley

Birthday

7/4/2009

Suzie Blumert

6/11/2011 Sunny Patrick-Baudet

Birthday 7/6/2007

6/12/2006 Romeo Florin

Birthday

7/7/2007

Zsa Zsa Lowe

6/12/2006 Eddie Johnson

Birthday

7/8/2003

Sophie Krocesky

6/12/2006 Elsie Kramer

Birthday

7/10/2008 Daisy Wilker

6/14/2004 Annie Herbst

Birthday

7/13/2005 Bear Suydam

6/15/2004 Galen Lischer

Birthday

7/13/2007 Degen Fitch

6/15/2006 Shirley Greco

Birthday

6/17/2011 Bailey Hoose

Anniversary

6/18/2005 Isabelle Forester

Birthday

6/19/2002 Sherman Greco

Birthday

6/19/2004 Patience Hoefinger

Birthday

6/21/2003 Oslo McLane
6/21/2008 Junie B Fowler

Birthday
Anniversary

Max Erickson

7/13/2008 Willi Nelson

Birthday 8/13/2011 Bella Kenady
Birthday 8/14/2005 Zoe Lightner

Anniversary

Birthday 8/14/2005 Beau Littley
Birthday 8/19/2005 Jack Lowe

Anniversary

Anniversary 8/20/2004 Hope Barr
Anniversary 8/22/2009 Ruby Baker
Birthday

8/22/2009 Storm Adriaans

Anniversary 8/22/2009 Mason LeFur
Birthday 8/24/2009 Lacey Gadd
Birthday 8/25/2004 Tyson Bledsoe
Anniversary 8/28/2008 Maisey Putnam

Birthday
Anniversary
Birthday
Anniversary
Anniversary
Anniversary
Anniversary
Birthday
Anniversary

Birthday
Birthday 8/29/2003 Maisey Putnam
8/31/2008
Peaches
Pavlicek
Anniversary
7/14/2008 Jasmine Grijalva Anniversary
Anniversary
7/17/2008 Drake Odjik
Anniversary 8/31/2009 Keeper Ricci
8/31/2009
Teddy
Rhodes
Anniversary
7/21/2002 Samson Tackett
Birthday
7/13/2010 Tank Bazzano

Anniversary 8/31/2009 Bode Rogers
7/21/2009 Barbie Woodford Anniversary 8/31/2009 Dillon Wheeler
7/21/2008 Graci Kennedy

Birthday 7/22/2008 Dani Johnson
Anniversary
6/22/2006 Munchkin Joyce
Birthday 7/26/2001 Matilda Burnham
Birthday
6/22/2009 Brie Susko
Anniversary 7/27/2001 Santee Decker
Birthday
6/23/2005 Charlie Fagan
Birthday 7/28/2008 Katie Godar
Anniversary
6/24/2003 Cricket Pelletier

Birthday

7/29/2008 Bruiser Bradley

Anniversary

6/24/2010 Sammy Borgstadt

Anniversary

7/29/2011 Emme Coradini

Anniversary

6/25/2008 Maggie Minardi

Anniversary

7/30/2005 Sherman Greco

Anniversary

6/27/2007 Elsie Kramer

Anniversary

7/30/2008 Moxie Simmons

Anniversary

6/27/2008 Riley Christen

Anniversary

7/31/2008 Bubba Galbraith

Birthday

Birthday

Birthday
Birthday 8/10/2008 T. Boone Thornton
Anniversary
Birthday 8/13/2008 Bruno Hughes

6/22/2005 Anne Korschoreck

6/30/2003 Lilly Schlabach

Birthday

7/31/2008 Chief Minor

Birthday
Anniversary

Anniversary
Anniversary
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A Loving and Touching Memorial to Heidi Reeves
July 21, 2002 – February 13, 2010
We adopted Heidi from BARC in January 2005. I’m still not quite sure
what inspired me to look at the website, but after looking for a day or so
online, we drove out to Amy’s to see the dogs that were there. At that
time, there were a large number of dogs available for adoption. We fell
in love with the super shy girl in the corner. We decided she was the
right dog for us when Amy commented that my husband was the first
man that Heidi had let come near her. I’m not quite sure what it was
about her, but she just seemed right.

H
E
I
D
I

So we brought this scared, skinny Berner home. She was 2 ½ at the
time. She was our first family dog, and she was a mental mess. She
was scared of noises, activity, and especially of people behind her. She wouldn’t eat kibble unless it
had something mixed into it – her favorite was cheese! She chewed up pillows, an entire leash (leaving
only the metal buckle), multiple socks, and, her favorite, napkins. After awhile she became used to a
place in the living room between the couch and the ottoman. We started calling her the “periscope dog”
because when we’d call her name, a head would pop up between the two pieces of furniture. She got
used to the immediate family but was scared of strangers, other dogs, just about everything. We didn’t
hear her bark for months. I don’t know if she’d been beaten for barking, but she just wouldn’t bark. She
also wouldn’t wag her tail. I thought it was broken until one day when she was sleeping we saw her
thump it! Then we knew her tail worked, but it took a long time
before she would wag it when we came home, but eventually
she did.

Heidi

We took her to our beach house and she learned to romp in the
sand, but really only with me. With anyone else, she was very
standoffish. She never really got used to water. She also rarely
barked. The funny thing was that she was trained to heel but
not to sit. I’m not sure if she was trained early on as a show
dog, but I always walked her off leash and she heeled the whole
time without being asked. She was a wonderful dog for small
children to walk because she never pulled on the leash, but just
walked along with them. I think if she had been less cautious of
strangers she would have made a good therapy dog.
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After we got a second BARC rescue, Scout, who was much more social, Heidi started to come out of her
shell and enjoy life more. She still was very cautious around strangers, but she played more, barked
more, and definitely wagged her tail more. We moved to Michigan and she really got to experience snow
and loved it. After about 4 years with us, she got to the point where she would jump up and run around
when we came home, and in the morning when we got up. That’s when I finally felt we had done a reasonable job at rehabilitating this sweet dog.

One of my favorite stories about Heidi is about when she jumped off the roof. Truly. We moved to Michigan and about a month later, I had to run out to the store. So, we left the dogs in the house as we usually did. Heidi was never crated because she was always so well behaved in the house, and I couldn’t bear
to crate her after she had spent so much of her life in a puppy mill. We had some windows open upstairs. Anyway, when we got home, Heidi was sitting on the front lawn, waiting for us. She had pushed
out the screen on the upstairs window, climbed onto the roof of the family room (one story tall) and somehow jumped off. So, after that, we closed the windows when we left! I still couldn’t crate her.

At Christmas, 2008, we noticed lumps under Heidi’s chin…and, everywhere else. Our vet confirmed lymphoma. Given her fear of strangers and strange situations, we decided not to go through chemotherapy,
but instead to dose her with prednisone, which, as we read, would reduce the lumps and she was expected to live for some time longer – a matter of weeks rather than months. Heidi surprised us all. The
prednisone put the lymphoma into some sort of remission and she lived for another 13 months on it.
About Christmas of 2009, we felt the lumps come back and increasing the dose of prednisone didn’t help
this time. We had to have her put down when she was having difficulty breathing and her spleen was
swollen to the size of a football. Even then, she was still a sweet girl, just laboring.

We got to have 5 years with Heidi. We miss her
still. We are so glad that we were able to give her
a safe and loving home to become the dog she
was always meant to be – a wonderful family dog.

Stephanie and Tom Reeves
Alex and Libby and Scout
Scout and Heidi
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BMD RESOURCES
(Quick-Reference Guide to Most Online Bernese Resources)

WEBSITES:
www.berner.org — website with links to almost everything Bernese
www.bmdinfo.org — website providing the beginnings of a Bernerpedia including links to regional clubs and rescue
www.bernergarde.org — Berner-Garde Database website, storing health and genetic information about all Berners,
please share your Berner’s info too!
www.barcinc.net — Bernese Auction Rescue Coalition; source for rescued BMDs
www.behaf.org — financial aid resource for Bernese in need
www.bmdca.org — website for the Bernese Mtn. Dog Club of America
http://bernese.biz/ — fundraisers, memorials, friends, veterans, and cancer information

YAHOO LISTS:
http://pets.groups.yahoo.com/group/BARCINC/ — discussion/support group for BARC dog owners and
special friends
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/Berner-l/ — discussion group for all Berner owners and lovers worldwide
http://pets.groups.yahoo.com/group/shyaggressivebernese/ — providing dog friendly training and behavior modification suggestions; moderated by Helen Hollander, a regular contributor to
The BARC Beacon, including this issue.
http://pets.groups.yahoo.com/group/NaturalBerners/ — support group for Berner owners who feed a
raw diet or might be interested in doing so

BARC

SUMMER

P H OTO C A P T I O N C H A LLE N G E !
A new Photo Caption Challenge for Summer! The picture is randomly
chosen out of the BARC Photobucket.
So all you creative, witty people out there, here’s your chance to have
some fun.
Email your photo caption to Lisa Hawes, Newsletter Editor
(lkhawes@yahoo.com) by
July 31, 2012.
The top 5 captions as chosen by the Newsletter Staff will be published in
the next issue, along with a new challenge.
Enjoy!! Have fun!!

